
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a cloud specialist. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for cloud specialist

Proactively assisting with the identification of training and development
requirements related to reporting or business analytics of the Cloud Telco
Business Unit
Interact with both Business and Technical teams throughout the various
organizations for project consulting, design reviews, and technical guidance
Assisting the Cloud Program Manager and Global Cloud Managers in
maintaining commission reports and strategic reporting to support the Cloud
Telco business as per agreed SLAs
Assisting the business with process establishment and process improvement
ideas
Ensure all sales channels have a clear understanding of the UCCV market
differentiation and positioning, through group trainings and one-on-one
discussions
Attend sales channel meetings to ensure the UCCV solution is being utilized
as appropriate to enhance EL’s right-to-win in current and new opportunities
Assist in the development of clear and concise customer presentations,
highlighting EL’s unique positioning and how we focus on what matters to
them, rather than what the technology is capable of doing
Attend solution presentations (including presenting) with the customer to
ensure the value proposition is clear and understood
Train, empower and encourage the sales channels to sell UCCV solutions
without CVS attendance at customer meetings as appropriate for simpler
solutions
Complete parts list, scope of work and other documentation as needed to
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Qualifications for cloud specialist

At least 6 months experience in Basic knowledge in application automation
tools – eg
At least 3 years experience in applying knowledge of cloud tools and
offerings
Deep knowledge of OpenStack, VMware and other leading cloud
technologies
Deep understadning of ETSI reference architecture
5+ years in Telecommunications or High Tech field
Swift, Cinder, Neutron, Glance, ) located in remote Data Centers across
multiple time zones in the


